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INTRODUCTION
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CURVES ARE THE
OF MY WORK BECAUSE
THEY ARE THE
OF BRAZIL,
PURE AND SIMPLE.
OSCAR NIEMEYER

I

n a globalized world that values creativity and sustainability, there is a prominent place to be occupied by Brazilian furniture design in homes, businesses,
and hospitality venues worldwide. However, Brazilian design is a treasure yet to be
fully discovered, both in Brazil and in the rest of the world.
In order to present the history and the richness of our design, the Brazilian Embassy
in Washington DC prepared this exhibit in partnership with Apex-Brasil,
Interior Design magazine, R & Company, and Sossego. From April 25 to May 3,
historic pieces by artists such as Oscar Niemeyer, José Zanine, Lina Bo Bardi, Sérgio Rodrigues and Joaquim Tenreiro, along with contemporary pieces by Aristeu Pires, Domingos Tótora and Guilherme Wentz, will be on display
at the Brazilian Chancery.
In the opening session, there will be a panel dedicated to the history of furniture design in Brazil and a debate
among specialists, designers, gallerists, and key furniture specifiers, to talk about the present and future potential
of the Brazilian design in the US market.
The Embassy and its partners therefore collaborate to present this fascinating history and to support a creative,
dynamic, and sustainable industry, aiming at consolidating in the US, the brand Brazilian Design.
SERGIO AMARAL
Ambassador of Brazil to the United States
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T

he genealogy of contemporary Brazilian furniture design is historically multifaceted. Its varied character
emerged out of the desire to articulate local resources, industrial rationalism, and technical simplicity. Still
little known to broad US audiences, this production is the result of creative ingenuity and adaptability to environmental, technical, and human demands. While colonial furnishings were associated with decorative elements and
excluded from the modernist vocabulary, the straightforwardness of native and rural domestic objects offered
fertile ground for the projection of abstract aesthetic values and hybrid formal and material experimentations.

MODERN FURNITURE
DESIGN IN BRAZIL:
AN EVOLVING GENEALOGY
ZEULER R. LIMA

Many Brazilian-born and émigré designers working mainly between the 1930s and 1980s historically opened
up the dialogue between international repertoires and local cultural practices and material resources, setting the
tone for the development of contemporary furniture design. Pioneering designers welcomed both spontaneous
vernacular ingenuity and carefully crafted elements in their influential works. They also created stores and galleries
and promoted exhibitions, publications, and professional training as a way for expanding the market of high-quality
domestic objects and advancing design culture among the emerging middle classes beyond aiming at wealthy clients.
The desire for aesthetic innovation in face of a context of limited industrial modernization in the twentieth century
has contributed to shape the identity of furniture design to this date in Brazil. In the beginning, most furniture
designers had to rely on conventional means of production, reduced investments in technology, and unskilled labor.
As a result, idealistic concepts fused with sensual materials and shapes, making the resourceful and inventive use
of local and sometimes simple materials one of the strong marks of Brazilian design.
The decades before and after World War II saw the influx of many European designers such as Gregori Warchavchik,
John Graz, Lina Bo Bardi, Carlo Palanti, Giuseppe Scapinelli, Carlo Hauner, Martin Eisner, Jorge Zalszupin, and
Michel Arnoult. Many of them were trained as architects. They brought in their luggage avant-garde ideas
5

combining Bauhaus-style rationalism and traditional craftsmanship as well as an existentialist perspective captivated
by Brazilian spontaneity. Simplified geometries and unadorned pieces combined frames in Brazilian noble hardwood and local textiles and leather. Sometimes their furniture was based on solid volumes, sometimes they had
slender legs and structure in plywood or hardwood influenced by Italian furniture design, such as in the many
chairs designed by Palanti and Bo Bardi [p. 17], and even adopted by commercial furniture makers.
The inflow of foreign designers into Brazil—especially in the second postwar period—allowed for a prolific dialogue
with locally established practitioners. Among them were Celso Martinez Carrera and Joaquim Tenreiro, who had
already pioneered industrial and artisanal productions of furniture in Brazil respectively, and the generation that
emerged in the 1950s during the period of fast economic development promoted by president Juscelino Kubitchek
in Rio de Janeiro and especially in São Paulo. The reclining chair by Joaquim Tenreiro shown in this volume
[pp. 26-27] is an example of the pioneering use of local materials in simple and functional geometries.
Like Tenreiro, the younger generation of Brazilian designers such as Sérgio Rodrigues, José Zanine, Geraldo de Barros,
and Oscar Niemeyer were aware of the technical limitations of Brazilian industrial production and strived to
explore straightforward shapes and simple construction materials and techniques. They also employed noble native Brazilian hardwood such as shown in Niemeyer’s elegant and structurally challenging shapes for his undular
coffee table [p. 20]. Jacaranda and imbuia, chosen by designers in the 1950s and 1960s but now considered to
be hardwood from endangered species and no longer easily available, provided for structural stability and elegant
finishing. Despite Martinez Carrera’s pioneering Patente bed and CIMO furniture lines in the 1910s, a relatively
small market and technical production challenges limited the production of carefully designed furniture, domestic
objects, and consumer goods, generally yielding small and exclusive editions for several decades. However, their
quality was high and their character unique, as seen in the examples in this volume.
6

The 1950s and 1960s saw the creation of important vehicles and venues that helped change the culture of furniture design in Brazil and the professionalization of designers, especially in cities like Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo.
New art museums were created such as the Museums of Modern Art (MAM) in both cities and the Museum of
Art of São Paulo (MASP). MASP created Habitat magazine and the Instituto de Arte Contemporânea under the
direction of Bo Bardi and her husband Pietro Maria Bardi, which included publications and courses that pioneered
education for the general public as well for new designers and artists in the early 1950s. MAM-RJ created similar programs and supported Niemeyer’s publication of Módulo magazine during the same period and, in 1963,
sponsored the creation of ESDI (College of Industrial Design) based on the model of Max Bill’s Hochschule für
Gestaltung in Ulm, Germany.
Following state-sponsored efforts for economic development, the design industry saw significant advance during
this period, especially with small manufacturing and stores dedicated to innovative furnishings. Though most of
them were short-lived, the work that came out of them continues to serve as reference to contemporary Brazilian
and international designers, sometimes with re-editions by well-known firms. Among them were Paubrá, led by
the Bardis and Palanti; Branco e Preto, a collaborative office led by Roberto Aflalo; Móveis Artísticos, led by José
Zanine; and OCA, led by Sérgio Rodrigues. Those practices produced some of the most iconic pieces of Brazilian
furniture design, merging elegant forms adapted to the human body, locally available materials, and references to
both European and vernacular Brazilian furniture. Rodrigues’s three-legged milking stool [p. 24] and Oscar chair
[p. 23] using noble hardwoods as well as Zanine’s lounge chair [p. 19] are some examples.
The final decades of the twentieth century offered a different context to Brazilian furniture design with political
and investment changes set in place by a military regime until the late 1980s and followed by economic recession.
During this period, design was seen as a propeller for industrial production, leading to the creation of organizations
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to foster research and heritage with a nationalist agenda. One of the positive outcomes of those efforts was the
1970 creation of the Museu da Casa Brasileira in São Paulo, a museum dedicated to collect and preserve popular
and manufactured design pieces that continues to be a leading institution in the country.
During those challenging years, many Brazilian designers engaged in efforts of political resistance directly and indirectly, including the development of ecological awareness that has influenced a significant number of contemporary
designers in Brazil. The revision proposed by Carlos Motta, Sérgio Rodrigues, and José Zanine in regard to the use
of material resources turned, for example, to the creative use of salvaged recycled wood and to the advocacy for
environmental protection and sustainable use of natural resources.
Emerging and leading furniture designers today have critically embraced the legacy left by twentieth century
pioneers. They associate an ecologically conscientious approach with the poetic reinterpretation of historical
and popular references and invention of new formal vocabularies, materials, and technical solutions based on a
complex network of artistic relationships. Unlike early designers, who tended to concentrate in Rio de Janeiro
and São Paulo, mobility and digital communication has helped today’s design and production of furniture to be
geographically diffused.

has been placed in the permanent collection of the Museu da Casa Brasileira. Guilherme Wentz’s work promotes
delicate associations between organic and industrial forms and materials [pp. 38-39] produced in Caxias do Sul,
also in the southern Brazil. In addition, Domingos Tótora, whose work is based on the use of recycled cardboard
both structurally and aesthetically [pp. 34-37], is in direct dialogue with the mountainous landscape that surrounds
the small town of Maria da Fé in the state of Minas Gerais. Following the impetus of early modernist artists, contemporary designers in Brazil strive to maintain a healthy and creative dialogue between innovation and tradition.
A brief genealogy of Brazilian modern and contemporary furniture design allows us to understand how modern
design furniture in Brazil emerged out of meaningful cultural and commercial exchanges both nationally and internationally and continues to evolve into contemporary vocabularies. In addition, the inventiveness in the face
of adversities, the embrace of economy and often technical simplicity, and the insight about local materials and
practices that informed and continue to informed the work of practitioners may offer alternatives to current and
future industrial design challenges. In a world that struggles between growing consumption and limited natural
resources, Brazilian design may offer examples of how furniture can be designed responsibly. Beyond appealing
just to the eyes, Brazilian furniture tends to accommodate the human body and respond to the place, climate, and
environment that make it possible.

Some contemporary Brazilian design offices are in large urban centers such as those of the Campana Brothers,
who use unconventional materials with a sense of humor; Baraúna Workshop and Paulo Alves Studio, whose
practices advance the interest Bo Bardi had in natural simple techniques and popular culture; and Arthur Casas,
whose practice draws from international references. In the meantime, other prominent designers are located in
small towns such as Aristeu Pires in Canela, the south of Brazil. Pires’ prolific work advances the thoughtful craft of
mid-century modern furniture [pp.29-33]. His iconic Gisele Lounge Chair [p. 32], a wood frame wrapped in roping,
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LINA BO BARDI

L

1914-1992

ina Bo Bardi was an incredibly prolific architect and designer who devoted
her working life, most of it spent in Brazil, to promoting the social and cultural
potential of architecture and design.

CLASSIC HISTORICAL
BRAZILIAN DESIGNERS
PRESENTED BY R & COMPANY

Bardi was born in Rome and educated at Rome University’s College of Architecture.
She began her career in Milan, under Gio Ponti. In 1942, at the age of 24, she opened
her own architectural office, but the lack of work during wartime soon led Bardi to
take up illustration for newspapers and magazines such as Stile, Grazia, Belleza, Tempo,
Vetrina and Illusttrazione Italiana. The following year, Bardi was invited to run Domus magazine.
Soon after the end of WWII, Bardi started the architecture periodical A Cultura della Vita; she also held a position
as architectural critic for the daily paper Milano Sera. Yet, because they had participated in the Italian resistance
movement, Lina and her husband, the critic Pietro Bardi, found life in post-war Italy increasingly difficult, and a
1946 trip to Rio de Janeiro convinced the couple to make Brazil their permanent home. Bardi quickly re-established
her practice in Brazil and, along with her husband, co-founded the influential art magazine Habitat. The magazine’s
title referenced Bardi’s conceptualization of the ideal interior as a “habitat” designed to maximize human potential.
Over the next 30 plus years, Bardi would participate in an astonishing number and variety of projects. She designed
private homes (both exteriors and interiors), including her own São Paulo home, the Glass House (1951), an early
example of the use of reinforced concrete in domestic architecture. Bardi designed modern furniture in plywood
15

and native Brazilian woods (which she admired for their inherent “strength” and “beauty”); she believed that every
designed object ought to take on a form that would display its own “natural logic.” Bardi’s most famous furniture
design is her upholstered Bowl chair on a metal frame (1951).
Bardi also designed many public buildings, including office buildings, theaters, churches, and “leisure” or cultural
centers such as the highly successful Pompéia Factory (1977). She was responsible for the design of several innovative new art museums, including the Modern Art Museum in São Paulo (1957-68), and organized and curated
many exhibitions. In addition, Bardi designed jewelry and created set designs and costumes for experimental film
and theater.

Lina Bo Bardi, B
Lounge chair in
and armrests.
LC1027

Lounge chair in Brazilian
hardwood with red vinyl
seats and armrests
LINA BO BARDI
Brazil, circa 1960
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JOSÉ ZANINE

A

1919-2001

self-taught artist, designer and architect, José Zanine was born on the
southern coast of Bahia in Brazil. At age twenty, he opened an architectural
scale model workshop in Rio de Janeiro where he worked with modernist pioneers
such as Lucio Costa and Oscar Niemeyer.
In 1948, he and two business partners started the company Móveis Artisticos Z.
Their elegantly simple, organically-shaped pieces in plywood were produced at a
price point that made them accessible to the emerging market of collectors with
an eye toward a modern style.
In the early 1950s, Zanine left the company and returned to his home state of Bahia. Heavily inspired by the local
craftsmen there who carved boats and furniture from felled trees, Zanine began experimenting with chiseling
and carving large, sculptural works, which became the focus of his later career. He also set himself apart with his
pavilion-type architectural constructions in richly-colored hewn logs. Zanine was a devoted steward of the forest
and proponent of environmental protection. He wrote extensively about his connection to the forest and tried,
whenever possible, to either use already felled trees or to plant a tree for each one he used.
Zanine’s work has been exhibited in the Musée des Arts Decoratifs in Paris and throughout his native Brazil.
In 2015, it was included in Moderno: Design for Living in Brazil, Mexico and Venezuela 1940-1978, a traveling
exhibition organized by the Americas Society.
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Jose Zanine Caldas, Brazil, 1950
Lounge chair in caviona wood with tan leather
upholstered seat and back rest.
24.5" L x 24.25" W x 29" H / 62.23cm L x 61.60cm W x 73.66cm H
LC1146

Lounge chair in caviona wood
with tan leather upholstered seat
and backrest
JOSÉ ZANINE
Brazil, circa 1950
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Coffee table in ebonized wood
Produced by Tendo Brasileira in Brasil
OSCAR NIEMEYER
Brazil, circa 1947

OSCAR NIEMEYER

O

1907-2012

scar Niemeyer was born in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, on December 15, 1907. He
graduated from the Escola Nacional de Belas Artes in Rio de Janeiro in 1934.

Upon graduation, Oscar Niemeyer joined a team of Brazilian architects collaborating
with Le Corbusier on a new Ministry of Education and Health in Rio de Janeiro.
Oscar Niemeyer worked until 1938 on this project.
Le Corbusier’s influence is present in Niemeyer’s early work and he remains a major
source of inspiration. Niemeyer gradually acquired his own style, though, citing as a
reason his love for curves claiming dominance in his work over Le Corbusier’s prevailing right angles.
Over 100 years after his birth and after 80 years of international architecture and design projects, Niemeyer’s
architecture now serves as the singular visual reference for Brazilian modernism worldwide, with the most iconic
example being his full-scale design of the capital city, Brasilia. The forms of his furniture echo those that made his
architecture symbolic of Brazilian style and culture — the exceptional local craftsmanship, the sweeping organic
curves that emerge from the earth, and the use of rich native materials — leather and Brazilian hardwoods.
Recognized as one of the first to pioneer new concepts in architecture in South America, his designs are artistic
gestures, with underlying logic and substance.
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SÉRGIO RODRIGUES

F

1927-2014

rom a family of prominent Brazilian artists and intellectuals in Rio de Janeiro,
Sérgio Rodrigues took the passion for art and culture that surrounded him
and shaped it into a career as one of Brazil’s most influential designers. The roots of
Rodrigues’ work lie in his use of traditional raw materials such as jacaranda, peroba
and imbuia to create icons of Brazilian taste, value and identity.

Poltrona Oscar chair in solid wood
with cane seat and back
SÉRGIO RODRIGUES
Brazil, 1958

After graduating in 1952 from the Faculdade Nacional de Arquitetura, he assisted
in opening Moveis Artesanal Paranaense, the first modern art and furniture store in
Curitiba in Brazil. Even though the store attracted a lot of interest, it was a commercial failure. In 1955, Rodrigues
founded Oca, one of the most influential modern furniture companies in Brazil. He left the company in 1968 to
work in his studio developing furniture lines for industrial production, architecture projects, and hotel, residential
and office environments, as well as systems of pre-fabricated homes.
Rodrigues made his mark on the international design scene as the creator of the Poltrona Mole (1957) lounge
chair, which was awarded first prize at the International Furniture Competition in Cantu, Italy (1961) where it was
lauded for being unmistakably Brazilian in material, scale and attitude. His designs appear as ambassadors of Brazilian design in architectural projects worldwide such as the Brazilian Embassy in Rome as well as many interiors
of Oscar Niemeyer’s buildings in Brasilia.

22

Sergio Rodrigues, Brazil
"Poltrona Oscar" chair in soli
back.

25.59" L x 25.59" W x 31.5" H / 65
CH928
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JOAQUIM TENREIRO

J

1906-1992

oaquim Tenreiro is the pioneer of modernist Brazilian furniture making. A
forerunner in the use of rediscovered raw materials as well as the creator
of a new formal language in 20th century Brazilian furniture design, he drew on the
lessons of past furniture making as a vital source, not only in the mastery of technical and constructive solutions, but also in the aesthetic experience, craftsmanship,
and the cultural meaning of his production. His exquisitely crafted pieces evoke a
refined coexistence of traditional values and modern aesthetics, strongly bound
to the Brazilian cultural milieu.
Sergio Rodrigues, USA, 1954
Three-legged Milking Stool in imbuia.

Three-leg Milking Stool in
ebonized solid Brazilian hardwood

Born in Portugal to a family with a great tradition in furniture making, he moved to Brazil in 1928 at the age of 22.
He embarked on a career as a designer by working at various furniture manufacturers such as Leandro Martins,
Francisco Gomes and Laubisch & Hirth, which catered to wealthy Brazilian families eager to buy furniture with
a conservative design that imitated traditional European styles. Tenreiro’s vast experience in arts and crafts as
well as furniture design was naturally contrary to such bourgeois expectations. Explicitly reacting against what he
perceived as provincialism of a colonized society, Tenreiro proposed a contemporary language and advocated the
idea that Brazilian furniture should be “formally light…a lightness which has nothing to do with weight itself, but
with graciousness, and the functionality of spaces.”

SÉRGIO RODRIGUES
Designed for Oca, Brazil, 1954

In the early 1940s, Tenreiro founded his own furniture studio, Langenbach & Tenreiro Ltda, where his work
began to gain more recognition. However, it was not until the 1950s that he began to be recognized as a master

14.25" H x 16" D / 36.20cm H x 40.64cm D
ST518
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furniture designer in Brazil. His design philosophy found a great response with architects who
supported modernism. Tenreiro found in Oscar Niemeyer his greatest client, designing furniture
for his houses and completely breaking away from the virtuosity of antique styles. He developed
a language adapted to the country’s heat, using wicker and Brazilian hardwoods in abundance.
In spite of his success and his professional recognition, Tenreiro closed his furniture studio in 1967
and decided to devote himself exclusively to fine arts, taking up once again a path that he had
discontinued long before. During the next following decades until his death in 1992, his works
were included in many art and design exhibitions held at renowned galleries and museums in Rio
de Janeiro and São Paulo. A forerunner in the truest sense of the word, the “father” of modern
furniture in Brazil left behind an unrivaled aesthetic legacy.
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Rocking chaise lounge
in rosewood with cane seat
JOAQUIM TENREIRO
Brazil,
circa
1947
Joaquim Tenreiro,
Brazil,
1947
"Chaise Lounge Rocking Chair" in solid jacaranda with
cane seat.
73" L x 26.5" W x 30" H / 185.42cm L x 67.31cm W x 76.20cm H
LC713
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ARISTEU PIRES

B

MODERN BRAZILIAN
DESIGNERS
PRESENTED BY SOSSEGO

(1954 - )

orn in the state of Bahia, Aristeu Pires pursued a highly disciplined
and ultimately successful career at one of the world’s leading software
engineering firms. After leading massive projects in his homeland, he took the
unusual step of leaving at the pinnacle of his career to pursue his ambition to unite
his engineering mentality with his natural artistic skills. (He is a musical composer,
guitarist, and singer as well.) Striking up a friendship with Sérgio Rodrigues and
sharing his dream to launch a design and manufacturing firm, Sérgio initially warned
him of the challenge, having experienced the commercial failure of his own first
design venture, but was happy to see Aristeu’s rather sudden success.
In 2001, Aristeu forged ahead to launch the
line that brought immediate acclaim and some
renown within Brazil’s Architecture and Design
community. In 2007, the Gisele Lounge Chair,
the rope-wrapped wood frame that was designed
for his aging father for ease of comfort and use,
won first place in the furniture category at Brazil's
prestigious Museu da Casa Brasileira. The Gisele
and more of his designs remain in the museum’s
permanent collection.
29

Aristeu’s works combine form and function, bringing timeless design and everyday comfort with a focus on hand
finished natural wood furnishings. Crafted from IBAMA-certified, sustainably harvested hardwood, each piece has
its own personality and Brazilian charm. They are fresh, distinctive, and bring comfort to the body and beauty to
the eye. His Brazilian contemporaries refer to him as the “King of Chairs.” He designs from his studio in Canela, in
the bucolic state of Rio Grande do Sul. His large family is important to him; he has named a design after each of
his five sisters, six daughters, and many granddaughters.

Angela Armchair
A leather back chair
with metal accents
ARISTEU PIRES
2016

Beatriz Lounge Chair
Modern styling with
crisscross legs in profile.
Duda Collection The curvy,
markedly Brazilian styling has
made it by far the most popular
Pires design in North America.
ARISTEU PIRES
30

ARISTEU PIRES

Ylla Bench Inspired by a common,
handcrafted indigenous Brazilian boat
into a sleek finish; seats four.
ARISTEU PIRES
31

Pitu Collection Engineered in a taut
swing reminiscent of a hammock.
Down and feather upholstered in
leather and fabric.
ARISTEU PIRES

Gisele Collection Originally a gift to the
designer’s father to enable ease for sitting and
rising, and a comfortable reading position.
Hand wrapped in 400' of cording.
ARISTEU PIRES
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DOMINGOS TÓTORA (1960 - )

T

here may be no artist who demonstrates sustainability as wholly as
Domingos Tótora. Born in a mountainous region of Brazil, he studied design in
São Paulo before returning to his tiny home city of Maria da Fé where the undulating
landscapes, waterways, and rock formations inspire his life's work as a sculptor of
curvilinear furniture and objects of art. He travels infrequently, believing he lives in
the most breathtakingly beautiful region in the world. So why leave! He is inspired
daily by the surrounds. He has won multiple international sustainability awards.
Domingos taught art to young children. Walking to class took him on a route past
several grocers, outside of which reams of used cardboard boxes were stacked for
trash disposal, at the final end of their functional purpose. Domingos was so troubled by the daily castoffs that he was compelled to create art which evolved into a
furniture-making venture. Domingos' passion for nature and authenticity drove him
to conceive a fascinating and laborious process that emulates the cycle of life. The
workers in his studio begin with cardboard collected from those very grocers and
crush it to a pulp. The material is blended with soil, water, and paste which is hand
sculpted into new forms and baked in natural sunlight. With no dyes, the pieces
reflect the indigenous variety of the soil colorations in his land.

34

The sculptures, vases, and furniture are both inspired by and formed from earth, water, and sun. Domingos' masterworks have journeyed full circle, narrating the story of a sustainable earth without uttering a single word. They
evoke a sense of the natural, curvaceous and serene retreat that is his homeland. To feature a Domingos Frisos
Disk wall hanging, vase, or bench makes a powerful, yet quiet statement of a sustainable earth and the entirety
of the cycle of life.

Accessories collection
DOMINGOS TÓTORA

35

Frisos Disk The earthy tones
are from the ferruginous soil in
the Minas Gerais region which
is blended with cardboard pulp.
Fully hand formed and baked in
natural sunlight.
DOMINGOS TÓTORA
2007

Mesa Água Three large stones,
each a solid piece molded from layers
of cardboard pulp and paste, placed
under a glass top. Inspired by water
washing over smooth pebbles.
Semine Chair
DOMINGOS TÓTORA
36

DOMINGOS TÓTORA
2008
37

GUILHERME WENTZ

G

Solo Vases Unconventional
Solo Vases bring nature indoors,
referencing bamboo or sugar cane.
Hand-formed detail of solid copper.
Floor vase affixes to wall.
GUILHERME WENTZ
2009

Corda Pendant Lamp
Visual equilibrium is achieved
as the electric cable forms
a metal sling, cupping the
hand-blown glass.
GUILHERME WENTZ
38

(1987 - )

uilherme Wentz, 30, studied product design at the University of Caxias
do Sul and worked within the Riva objects brand and as art director for
São Paulo brands Decameron and Carbono before launching his own studio. An
emerging young designer, he has quickly accumulated awards: the iF Design Award,
Museu da Casa Brasileira, and Idea Brasil. In 2016 he was named Rising Talent at
MAISON&OBJET Americas and in 2017, won Talent on the Rise and was finalist
in Accessories at the first Casa Vogue Design Awards.
The debut lighting and accessories collection from his eponymous São Paulo
studio includes hand-blown glass, wood, marble, and brass that explore concepts
and shapes found in nature. He juxtaposes delicate with strong materials for unconventional results, seeking concepts for a better future.
Guilherme said, “I try to bring lightness and simplicity to my designs…casualness most
interests me. There is a casual—yet complex to explain—lifestyle in Brazil and it
is expressed in my work in a very subtle way.” Guilherme was honored to be the
third designer represented by Sossego, saying he had long been inspired by the
work of Aristeu Pires and Domingos Tótora.
Post-Tropical Vase
GUILHERME WENTZ
2009
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APEX-BRASIL

T

he Brazilian Trade and Investment Promotion Agency (Apex-Brasil) works to promote Brazilian products and
services abroad, and to attract foreign investment to strategic sectors of the Brazilian economy.

The Agency carries out several commercial promotion initiatives, such as commercial and prospective missions,
business rounds, support to the participation of Brazilian companies in major business fairs, and visits of foreign
buyers and opinion formers to assess the Brazilian productive structure, among other business platforms aimed
to strengthen the Brazil brand.

SPONSORS

In addition to the headquarters in Brasilia, Apex-Brasil has nine business offices in important global markets, to
assist in the process of internationalization of Brazilian companies, prospect business opportunities and enhance
national participation in major global markets, also serving as a reference for the attraction of foreign investment.
The business offices are located in Asia (Beijing and Shanghai, China), North America (Miami and San Francisco,
USA), South America (Bogotá, Colombia), Central America and the Caribbean (Havana, Cuba), Europe (Brussels,
Belgium), Eurasia (Moscow, Russia), and the Middle East (Dubai, United Arab Emirates).
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INTERIOR DESIGN

R & COMPANY

nterior Design Media is the global, industry-leading design publication, website and events company serving the interior design, architectural and facility management audiences. For over 80 years, Interior Design
magazine—published by SANDOW, which builds smart businesses driven by innovation and design—has been the
essential design authority for every professional, on all projects, throughout the design process. Interior Design
Events connects the industry, promoting creative leadership, innovation and collaboration across a wide range of
practice areas and platforms. Interior Design’s digital companion, interiordesign.net, is the go-to site for relevant
and real-time content for the industry's largest and most engaged design audience.

esty Meyers was born in Providence, RI in 1969. In 1990, Meyers formed the radical installation and performance art group the B Team, which also later included R designer, Jeff Zimmerman and R co-founder, Evan
Snyderman. When he moved to New York in 1995, Meyers expanded the B Team into one of the first non-profit
arts organizations comprised of visual artists using installation and performance with molten glass as their primary
medium. The B Team integrated craft, fine art and performance in groundbreaking ways and served as an inspiration
for a deeper interaction and dialogue between art forms.

I

Z

In 1997, Meyers founded the gallery R 20th Century (now, R & Company) with fellow B team member Evan
Snyderman. R & Company has since established itself as one of the most prominent and groundbreaking design
galleries in the world and contributed to creating a renewed global interest in collectable design. Through their
research, exhibitions and publications R & Company has resurrected interest in now-iconic designers Verner Panton,
Wendell Castle, Greta Magnusson Grossman, Joaquim Tenreiro and Sergio Rodrigues, to name a few.
In 2016, Meyers contributed to the publication of Brazil Modern: The Rediscovery of Twentieth-Century Brazilian
Furniture, the first internationally available inquiry into that country’s richly significant design history.
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SOSSEGO

S

ossego [so-SAY-go] is Portuguese for tranquility, reflecting the company’s mission to purvey the Brazilian
lifestyle of warm, relaxed, and welcomed comfort to North America.

Sossego was formed after a serendipitous meeting in Ann Arbor of two Brazilians: designer Aristeu Pires and
entrepreneur Jonathan Durling. The two connected over a mutual love of modern design and Brazilian culture.
Jonathan, an artist and businessman with dual Brazilian and US citizenships, was enthralled with Aristeu's complete
oeuvre.
Compelled to bring authentic Brazilian design, its warm and modern aesthetic, and the way of life it represents
to North America, Jonathan and several US and Brazilian partners formed Sossego in 2015. Sossego now has a
network of representatives established in every major US market and has seen significant year over year growth.
The company aims to lead the category of Modern Brazilian Design in North America.
Sossego was awarded Best in Show in the furniture category by ASID NY Metro at the March 2018 Architectural
Digest Design Show. Sossego’s flagship showroom is in the Design Center at the Merchandise Mart in Chicago.
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well-loved

I WANT TO CREATE FURNITURE SO
THAT THE CHILDREN OF THOSE WHO OWN IT TODAY
WILL WANT TO HAVE IT IN THEIR HOMES TOMORROW.
ARISTEU PIRES

